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lenerally, apart from Wallpaper's
own, very special annual gongs, of course,
we have tended to view awards with a
certain amount of scepticism. And we
know from bitter experience that awards
ceremonies can be pompous (by
definition), self-congratulatory, long and
tedious occasions. However, with an
increasing number of design awards now
being initiated, each one promising more
prestige, more coverage and an even
bigger, better trophy than the one before,
perhaps it's time to reconsider the pros
and cons of such decorations. Who is
behind this rash of new awards and what
real purpose do they serve? Are they
indeed the selfless, philanthropic acts
of sponsors wanting to give back to the
industry or are they simply marketing
exercises by companies looking to up
their profiles?

The offering of design awards is
probably as old as creativity itself. As soon
as man began to make nice things, people
started to hold competitions to celebrate
the best efforts. We have a natural desire
to choose a favourite. And, as well as being
an excellent way to bestow honour on to
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those that have produced something
extraordinary, awards have long been
judged an efficient way of uncovering,
encouraging and fostering new talent.
But are award ceremonies still this
innocent or, increasingly, just another
form of advertising for sponsors?

'A prize is a recognition of talent and
thus a design award is a great opportunity
to discover it,' says Pierre-Alexis Hermes,
artistic director of Hermes International
and the man behind the Prix Emile
Hermes. A recently launched award,
with a winner to be selected in June 2008,
it is open to design, visual arts and
architecture students and professionals
under the age of 40. The prize certainly
has prestigious backing: the judging
committee is headed up by Enzo Mari,
while the chairmen of each of the eight
geographical zones into which the
competition is divided include Ingo
Maurcr, Alfredo Haberli, Ron Arad and
HellaJongerius.Add to this a top prize of
€50,000, and the fact that the winning
designs will feature in an exhibition that
will travel across Europe for a year and a
half, and you can see why entry is an »
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attractive option for many a young
designer hoping to make it big.

So what's in it for Hermes- 'Design
is the raison d'etre of Hermes; we are
manufacturers of objects and I felt a while
ago that this association bad been lost.
I wanted to reinstate our contribution
to design and our commitment to it,'
explains Pierre-Alexis. He speaks with
passion about a project he has been
working on for the past 18 months and
expresses real delight that this is the first
time all Hermes regions in Europe are
coming together for one event. However,
he admits that it's not an entirely selfless
exercise. 'The association for the
company is important,' he concedes, 'but
the competition is not directly linked to
promoting our products. Our primary
incentive is to identify talent, educate and
transmit ideas.'

Another equally attractive award is
the Torsten and Wanja Soderbcrg Prize.
Launched in 1992 to raise awareness of
Scandinavian design internationally,
the award is given annually to an active
Nordic designer or craftsman. The prize
money this year amounts to a generous
SEKim (€108,000), by far the largest
sum given for a design award worldwide.
'And that's just the point,' says Ted
Hesselbom, director of Gotheburg's
Rohsska Museum, which administers
the prize, and a member of the prize
committee. 'The reputation we now have
as the award with the largest prize money
is vital in order to gain the world's
attention. The point of the prize is to
spread awareness of Scandinavian design
and to tell our story.'

But is this really the best use of the
money? The Soderberg prize is, according
to Hesselbom, awarded to designers who
have proved they have done something
extraordinary and who just need that

extra hand to take the next step. This
year's winner, product and industrial
design collective Norway Says, intends
to do just that with the money. 'For the
past ten years, we've given everything
to Norway Says,' explains Torbjorn
Anderssen, one third of the collective,
'and this money is not only a fantastic
acknowledgement of that hard work,
but it will allow us to invest in newer
design tools and give us greater freedom,
as well as enable us to have a bit of fun,
which I think we deserve.'

Pierre-Alexis talks of the Hermes prize
money as 'giving life to dreams'. He says:
*I can't dictate where the money goes, but
I hope it goes back to more design.'
Norway Says, while of course somewhat
biased, agree. 'Young designers rely
on this kind of promotion; it's almost

impossible to survive without them.'
Along with the money, the platform for
exposure and the chance to make
connections are equally important.

Paul Warwick Thompson, director of
the Cooper-Hewitt National Design
Museum, New York, which conducts its
own national design awards (without
prominent sponsors in the title), couldn't
agree more. 'Those awards supported
entirely by a foundation or a company are
completely communications-driven and
as such have no durability, but they're
still crucial both for the industry and to
identify up-and-coming talent.'

Awards are always going to be
controversial - especially creative ones,
as the judging process is so subjective.
Unlike, say, the loom sprint, where you
judge who crosses the line first, check if
they're on drugs, and then crown them
the winner, awards for design will never
be 100 per cent 'fair'; they will always
overlook someone and potentially cause
offence. In addition, an award that means
some kind of promotion for the sponsor
and a chance to raise its profile can be
greeted with suspicion.

However, the benefits of awards are
great. The sheer number of design awards
reflects the huge increase in interest in
design; a high-profile prize will not only
generate buzz and energy for the
industry, it also brings attention and a
much-needed economic incentive for
designers trying to start up.

While there are those who will always
feel uneasy about a committee telling
them what to think, the simple fact is,
most people love the race-horse drama of
an award, especially if they are in with a
chance of winning. As actor Bill Murray
once said at the Golden Globes, 'I'd always
thought prizes were a terrible and unfair
thing - until I was nominated.'
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